2021–2022 FRIENDS OF THE ARTS

You can help guide UT Dallas to a more artful, adventurous and surprising future by supporting the vibrant and flourishing programs offered by the School of Arts and Humanities. Gifts of all size are welcome and appreciated.

Please note that this list is updated twice annually and reflects gifts made in Fall 2021.

An extensive report of fundraising information is published annually.

GUARDIAN ($250,000+)  Marilyn and Jerry Comer
FRIEND ($25,000–$249,999)  Anonymous (1)
Jonathan Kangue
Richard Kurjan
Texas Women's Foundation
ADVOCATE ($2,500–$24,999)  Russell Cleveland
Asif Eiffend
Ragen and Roy Eltermann
Michelina and Murray Leaf
Mary and Robert Potter
Linda Rindler
Adrienne and Roger Rosenberg
Kathy and Marvin Stone
BENEFACTOR ($1,000–$2,499)  Dallie Clark and Lawrence Bassuk
Dena Davis
Cornelia Dornseifer
HomeLight Inc
Todd Sandler and Jean Murdock
Barbara and Robert Syplean
Ronald Taylor
Shirley and Jim Terrell
Karen Wolfe
PATRON ($1–$249)  Anonymous (5)
Diana and Aaron Adair
Rawad Alhashmi
Josefina Arefiano
Paula and Charles Austell
Maryam Baig-Lush
Barbara Baker
Vanessa Baker
Carol Barrington
Louis Benavidez
Brandon Borick
Salena Brody
Brandon Brown
Emily and Hunter Bywaters
Meghana Choudari
Lauren and Brian Clark
Jami Clinton
Luke Coffman
Madellen Cornils
Lori Gerard
Dianne Goode
Henry Hahn
Judith and Ross Hansen
Michele and Kevin Hanlon
Thomas Hayden
Sharon and Thomas Jaeb
Serenity King
Deborah and Kenneth Plitka
Christopher Ryan
Sandra and William Sanderson
Kathryn Schaeffer Ondrus
Cindy and William Skeeters
Bhavana and Theyvendra Tharaisingh
Sheryl Tucker Cox
Elaine and Herbert Whitney
Peter Zwick
EDWARD COUNTRYMAN
Jodi and Sean Crowley
Eileen and Austin Curran-Shay
Zachary Daney
Kristen Dameron
Karen de Oliveira
Simon Demaggio
Lee Ann Derdeyn
Sharyn and Alan Diamond
John Ellis
Pearl and James Fracchia
John Freeman
Shirley Gerard
Joan Daviddow and Stuart Glass
John Gooch
Tracy Good
Erin Greer
Harriet Gross
Ping Lu and Ming Gu
Melissa Hernandez-Katz
Melissa Horn
Pia and Jim Jakobsson
Stephanie Jones
Sana Khan
Carie King
Patricia Kirkpatrick
Abby and Dennis Kratz
Erik Kubatzyk
Susan and Peter Ladouceur
Landry Lashombe
Julia Lawshae
Rhonda Bush and Kyle Lee
Benjamin Lima
Katrina Luckock
Maureen and Edward Lumley
Enric Madriguera
April Emmert-Maguire
and Larry Maguire
Charlotte Mason
Malinda and Jim McClure
Kelsey McFarland
Adrienne McLean
Krista Medrano
Maamoon Mian
Holly and Michael Miori
Nicholas Mize
Cheryl and Tom Munnecke
Eileen and Andrew Murphy
Jessica Murphy
Raylene Murray
Andrea Nunez
Carla and Julius Overbeck
Zsuzsanna Oszvath
Jonathan Palant
Arthur Parker
Bonnie Pitman
Patricia Porter
Morgan Pothoff
Deborah and Kelly Reyna
Albert Reznicek
Sharon Reznicek
Amber Rieder
Cricket and Nils Roemer
Philip Roth
Patricia Secrest
Anja Sheppard
Stephen Shue
Farah Siddiqui
Linda Snow
The Sparks Agency
Lori Stephens
Mary and James Stockton
Melissa and Robert Stone
Donna Swanson
Jana and Bill Swart
Cheryl Taylor
Richard Townsend
Mary Jo Venetis
Deborah Verbil
Shelby and Benjamin Vincent
LUCY POTHOF
Deborah and Kelly Reyna
Linda Snow
The Sparks Agency
Lori Stephens
Mary and James Stockton
Melissa and Robert Stone
Donna Swanson
Jana and Bill Swart
Cheryl Taylor
Richard Townsend
Mary Jo Venetis
Menelik Biniyam
Deborah Verbil
Shelby and Benjamin Vincent
Marilyn Waligore
Teresa Walker
Shiloh Warren
Benjamin Wise
Ben Wright
Elizabeth Young
Eric Zehner
Mathew Zinke
The Visit our secure website ah.utdallas.edu/support/give to make a gift or mail your check to Holly Miori, UT Dallas, 800 W. Campbell Road, J031, Richardson, Texas, 75080

2022 SPRING ARTS FESTIVAL
LUKE COFFMAN’S SENIOR HONORS CAPSTONE
THE MUSIC OF BILL EVANS: HIS LEGACY IN JAZZ AND JAZZ BAND
May 4, 2022 | 6:00 p.m. | Jonsson Performance Hall
The Music of Bill Evans: His Legacy in Jazz

Wednesday, May 4, 2022
6:00 p.m. | University Theatre

No photography or recording devices are allowed. Please turn off all communication devices. No food or drink is allowed in the Performance Hall or Theatre.

SOLO PIANO

Peace Piece
Bill Evans

My Favorite Things
Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein

PIANO TRIO

Beautiful Love
Wayne King, Victor Young, and Egbert Van Alstyne

Turn Out the Stars
Bill Evans

How My Heart Sings
Earl Zindars

Someday My Prince Will Come
Frank Churchill

Black Orpheus
Antônio Carlos Jobim

Cherokee
Ray Noble

Waltz for Debby
Bill Evans

Luke Coffman is graduating from UT Dallas with a BS in Biology and a minor in Spanish. Outside of his studies, he was a member of the UT Dallas Jazz Ensemble, spent time as an undergraduate researcher, participated in the student organization Fellowship of Christian University Students and was a leader in the Supplemental Instruction program. Next year, he will attend medical school at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.

ENDOWMENTS TO THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Alice and Joseph E. Brooks
Lord & Taylor Endowment for the Arts

Anne Stark Watson and Chester Watson History Professorship Endowment

Antônio Carlos Jobim

Art History Fund

Dennis M. Kratz Research Fund

Edith O’Donnell Distinguished Chairs #1–4

Edith O’Donnell Graduate Fellowship

Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History Fund

Edna W. McClintock Memorial Harp Fund

Frank R. Rossiter Book Award

Gavin R. G. Hamblly Scholarship

Guitar Opportunity Fund

Ignacy and Celine Rockover Professorship

Jelcy and Conrad Romberg Opportunity Fund

Jerry and Marilyn Comer: Director’s Fund for the Comer Collection, Lecture Fund for the Comer Collection, and Research Assistant Fund for the Comer Collection

Jonelle and Bryce Jordan Scholarship in the Arts

Katherine R. Cecil Professorship in Foreign Languages

Margaret M. McDermott Distinguished Chair of Art and Aesthetic Studies

Marvin and Kathleen Stone Distinguished Professorship of Humanities in Medicine and Science

Marvin and Kathleen Stone Scholarship/Fellowship

Nina and Thomas Lambert Scholarship/Fellowship for the School of Arts and Humanities

Opportunity Fund in Honor of Dean Kratz, Dr. Brettell and Dr. Linehan

MUSI 4186
Kelly Durbin, Director

Michael Ross
Piano

Joey Garvey
Tenor Saxophone

Micah Katz
Alto Saxophone

Maddy Cornils
Bass

Maria Kiesewetter
Violin*

Gabe Flores
Trombone

Solvay Linde
Vocals

Sami Frascoli
Trumpet

Tristen Ramirez
Clarinet

*In partial fulfillment of a Collegium V Honors Capstone project

ENDOWMENTS TO THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Ragen S. & Roy D. Eltermann Endowed Scholarship

Richard Brettell Award in the Arts

Richard R. Brettell Distinguished University Chair

Robert Bone Memorial Creative Writing Endowment

Robert Plant Armstrong Endowed Scholarship Fund

Robert S. Nelson Scholarship in Creative Writing

Sabine Maguire
Student Support Fund

Stefanie Schneider and Jeffrey Robinson Opportunity Fund for the School of Arts and Humanities

The Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History

Trish and Richard Kurjan Fund for the Center for Translation Studies

Wolfgang Rindler Memorial Fund

Ragen S. & Roy D. Eltermann Endowed Scholarship

Richard Brettell Award in the Arts

Richard R. Brettell Distinguished University Chair

Robert Bone Memorial Creative Writing Endowment

Robert Plant Armstrong Endowed Scholarship Fund

Robert S. Nelson Scholarship in Creative Writing

Sabine Maguire
Student Support Fund

Stefanie Schneider and Jeffrey Robinson Opportunity Fund for the School of Arts and Humanities

The Edith O’Donnell Institute of Art History

Trish and Richard Kurjan Fund for the Center for Translation Studies

Wolfgang Rindler Memorial Fund